Pc-Check® v8.06
Enhanced processor support for Intel Kaby Lake and Apollo Lake chip sets.
Enhancements made to command line switches to help identify and test more
serial ports, particularly for industrial systems.
Pc-Check continues to provide the greatest test coverage possible, on the
widest variety of PC systems, in an OS free, self-booting environment.
Eurosoft has helped users worldwide to find millions of computer failures since
1980. No exaggeration.
Developing intricate computer diagnostic software – because other hardware tests
miss them completely – Eurosoft fulfils challenging testing needs for computerbased environments. Supporting computers built around Microsoft, AMD and Intel
technologies, we determine missing, failed and perfect computer components –
regardless of brand.

now shipping!
If your diagnostics are
out of date, don’t wait!
Call us now to upgrade or
get your site license. Visit
our website to order
more great Pc-Check®
packs.

Pc-Check® gives you the confidence you need to validate working versus
problematic hardware. Pc-Check® has more commercial years of professional users
than any diagnostic software. Join our dedicated customers, from OEM to local
service shop, ensuring reliable test results today.
Pc-Check® upgrades keep you up-to-date with the latest diagnostics and best case
testing practices. You can count on a continued flow of reliable test results whether
you are building, installing, supporting, servicing or refurbishing computers.
Pc-Check® offers you greater support for testing multiple devices regardless of
operating systems.

Pc-Check® features

The benefits to you

Enhanced processor
testing

Support added for testing the new
generation of Intel Kaby Lake and Apollo
Lake chip sets keeping your testing
methods for the latest hardware up to date.

Enhanced Hard drive
testing and reporting

More accurate Identification of IDE hard
drives as PATA/SATA/AHCI depending on
which standard is supported. Also greater
compatibility with SMART drive testing
where the hard drive firmware does not
follow the designated specification for
updating SMART data.

Enhanced Start up
behaviour

Reduced base memory foot print for
booting on a wider variety of systems
increasing your test coverage.

Enhanced PCI device
identification

Updates to the PCI Device and Vendor
database makes it possible to identify and
test more PCI devices than was previously
possible.
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Upgrading to the latest version
of Pc-Check® (8.06) keeps
your hardware testing methods
current. Upgrades and technical
support are provided to you
automatically for one year.
Check out features included in past
updates at www.eurosoft-uk.com
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